Abstract: The problem of equalization for networks are sometimes plagued by long training times complex signals is presented. It is proposed a and may be h-apped at bad local minim% RBF networks for the estimation of the offen provide a faster and more robust solution to the radial basis function neural equalization problem. In addition, ' [9] , and cellular hidden nodes is a real-valued function. The RBF neural network equalizer [l I]. There ha\re been competitive equalizer is able to approximate an arbitrary intrduced many different nonlinear devices models and nonlinear function in complex. multidimensional space channels models, so a unitary comparison between all with a reduced calculus complexity comparative with known equalizers is dificult to be done. Since MLP otherakori"s.
modulation, as for example the quadrature centers are generally updated using the k-means modula60n @AM) more in clustering algorithm [7] which consists of computing the transmission t o m the spectral point ofview, are affected, quared distance between the input vector and the in phase and in T~ compens&e the Centers, choosing a minimum Squared distance, and distortions of Q A M and phase shift keying (PSK) signals moving the center 'the input equalizers for complex signals are necessary. nese vector. n e k mean algorithm has potential equalizers are extensions of the real equalizers.. problems: classification depend on the initials values of The problem of equalization may be treat& as 'a the Centers of RBF, on the m e of chosen distance, on the problem of simals neural networks number of classes. If a i s inappropriate chaser, it (NN) are quite promising candidates because they may never be updated, SO it may never represent a class. prcduce arbitrarily complex decision regions. Studies
In [XI is proposed a sequential learning performed during the last decade have established the algorithm referred as complex minimal resource superiority of neural ekualizers comparative to the allocation network (CMMN). The studies proved that traditional in conditions of hi& the equalizer performance is superior to the finctional distortions and rapidly varying sibnals. link equalizer of Patra.and all [9] 
THE EQUALIZATION PROBLEM
The equalization problem is Imditionally viewed as an inverse filter problem. Equalizers are designed to track the time-varying channel distortions by adjusting their coefficients and maintaining a prescribed signal to noise ratio (SNR). Tradeoffs between noise enhancement and channel inversion generally render these techniques suboptimal. An altemative viewpoint is to consider the equalization problem as a paitem classification problem.
The objective of equalization becomes the separation of the received symbols in the output signal space, whose optimal decision region boundaries are generally highly nonlinear. Since neural networks are well known for their ability of performing classification tasks by forming complex nonlinear decision boundaries, neural equalizers have been recently receiving considerable attention. Neuml equalizers have shown the potential for significant performance improvements especially in severely nonlinear distorted and rapidly varying signals. (3 1
THE COMMUNICATION CHANNEL MODEL
Fig2 represents a model of the communication channel that introduces linear and nonlinear distortions. The linear complex part of the channel is often modeled with a transversal filter FIR whose output is given by: 
The order of this filter is k=3.
Hidden layer
The architecture of the RBF neural network equalizer
The nonlinear part of the channel is a very strong one and produces at the output:
This signal is added with the Gaussian noise w(n). with a null mean and a dispersion of o ' , and subsequently passed through the neural equalizer:
lV. THE COMPLEX RADIAL BASIS
FUNCTION EQUALIZER
An equalizer may he implemented with a LTE followed by a neuralnetwork, as m Fig.3 .
If m is the FIR filter order, the received signal
is the input for the RBF network. The number of possible states of the received QAM signal is &=lk*'.
The complex RBF is a suaightfoward extension from the real counterpart [SI, obtained by replacing the relevant parameters with complex values. As depicted in Fig. 3 , the RBF network has two layersthe hidden layer and the output layer . The hidden layer is composed of an array of computing neurons, each having a parameter ci, vector called center. Each neuron computes a distance between its center and the network input vector. This distance may be of different types and it is subsequently divided by a parameter pi. called width, which is the spread of the corresponding center. The result is passed through a real, nonlinear activation function. Oi(.,pi)
where o is the complex input vector of n h dimension , ci is the centers vector of the radial basis functions , which is also a complex vector of nh dimension, pi is the center spread parameter, nh is the number of computing nodes .
The operator (.)"=(e)')*, where (-) ' is the transposition operator and. (.)
is the complex conjugation operator.
The nonlinear output function is usually the Gaussian function:
The number of bidden neurons nh is given by the number of possible states of the channel output 4. A number nh greater than n. generates inutile computing.
A number nh smaller than n, may degrade the performances of the network.
Similarity with the Bayesian equalizer impose that the spread parameter p=2.$ where a ' is the noise dispersion given by relation:
where E is the mean, the second order momentum. The output layer of the network consists of eight neurons (two neurons for each class, one for the real part and the other for the imaginary part of each class) with a linear function : 
The winning neuron center is moved with a tiaction q towards the input.
The competitive algorithm penalizing the rival [5] determines not only the winning neuron but also the second winning neuron r:
neurons will move away from the input its center with a ratio y. All the others neurons will not change their centers vector.
" J
The second winning So the learning law can be synthesized in the following relation:
I ci(n) i f i # j and i # r where q and y are the learning constants with real values between 0 and I . If the leaming speed q is chosen much greater than y, the RBF network will find automatically the number of signal output classes. In other words , suppose that the number ofclasses is unknown and the number nh is greater than the number of the classes. The RBF centers will converge towards the centers of the input signals clusters. The penalizing competitive algorithm will move away the rival, in each iteration. If the nh is smaller than the number of the classes, than the network will oscillate during training, indicating that the number of bidden neurons must be increased.
IV.2. LMS ALGORITHM
A supervised algorithm may be used to update the output neurons weights, for instance the LMS algorithm given by the following relations:
where a is the leaming constant LMS minimizes the mean square mor:
where N is the number of input sequences and the complex error e@) is determined with:
QAM input signals were generated , using an uniform distribution, independently for the real part t o m the imaginary part. Simulations were done using the channel model presented in section 111. The output channel dn) had one of 64 possible states. A white noise w(n) was generated and added to y(n). The FIR filter used in front of the neural equalizer bad the order m=l. The number of the hidden neurons was chosen n,=64 and of the output neurons 8. The RBF centers were randomly initialized to a subset of channel output values. The centers spread was chosen 0.28 . The best results were obtained for the following leaning constants: q=0.09, y-0.03 and a=O.Ol. There were applied N= 1000 input signal sequences x(n), x(n)=[x(n) x(n-I) x(n-2)] to train the equalizer. In Fig. 4 are represented the output channel states y(n), the compted received signal o(n), the initial and find positions of the RBF centers in case of o%.o1. This operation was repeated a number of times, in the aim of minimizing the MSE , Fig5 depicts the MSE evolution during 5000 iterations for of=O.OI and a delay ofd=l.
The complex space was divided in points using a sampling pas of S=0.02 to represent the decision regions of the RBF complex equalizer. Fig. 6 represents the partition signals space for a delay of d=l, in the worst conditions of noise, obO.5, which had strong nonlinear decisions boundaries. The main drawback of the neural network equalizers is the computational complexity and the extensive training.. Our competitive algorithm, that recompenses the winner and penalizes the rival to train the centers of the RBF network, is rather simple and has a fast convergence to a solution. It generates strong nonlinear regions ofdecision in the signal space So this algorithm is adequate to the adaptive equalization of fast varying signals corrupted with shong linear and nonlinear distorsions.. Because of its smcture similar to the Bayesian equalizer the performance of the RBF equalizer is superior to the LTE and MLP equalizers. The MSE performance of our equalizer is wmparative to others RBF equalisers reported in literature, tested in the same conditions . To improve the performances it might be increased the order of the LTE filter coupled with the RBF neural network.
